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Data-flow is a natural approach to parallelism. However, describing dependencies and con-
trol between fine-grained data-flow tasks can be complex and present unwanted over-
heads. TALM (TALM is an Architecture and Language for Multi-threading) introduces a
user-defined coarse-grained parallel data-flow model, where programmers identify code
blocks, called super-instructions, to be run in parallel and connect them in a data-flow
graph. TALM has been implemented as a hybrid Von Neumann/data-flow execution sys-
tem: the Trebuchet. We have observed that TALM’s usefulness largely depends on how pro-
grammers specify and connect super-instructions. Thus, we present Couillard, a full
compiler that creates, based on an annotated C-program, a data-flow graph and C-code cor-
responding to each super-instruction. We show that our toolchain allows one to benefit
from data-flow execution and explore sophisticated parallel programming techniques,
with small effort. To evaluate our system we have executed a set of real applications on
a large multi-core machine. Comparison with popular parallel programming methods
shows competitive speedups, while providing an easier parallel programing approach.
More specifically, for an application that follows the wavefront method, running with
big inputs, Trebuchet achieved up to 4.7% speedup over Intel� TBB novel flow-graph
approach and up to 44% over OpenMP.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Data-flow programming provides a natural approach to parallelism, where instructions execute as soon as their input
operands are available [1–4]. Actually in dynamic data-flow, we may even have independent instructions from multiple iter-
ations on a loop running simultaneously, as parts of the loop may run faster than others and reach next iterations. Therefore
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it is complex to describe control in data-flow, since instructions must only proceed to execution when operands from the
same iteration match. However, this difficulty is compensated by the amount of parallelism exploited.

TALM (TALM is an Architecture and Language for Multi-threading) [5–7] is an execution model designed to exploit the
advantages of data-flow in multithread programming. A program in TALM is comprised of code blocks called super-
instructions and simple instructions connected in a graph according to their data dependencies (i.e. a data-flow graph). To
parallelize a program using the TALM model, the programmer marks portions of code that are to become super-instructions
and describe their dependencies. With this approach, parallelism comes naturally from data-flow execution.

The major advantage of TALM is that it provides a coarse-grained parallel model that can take advantage of data-flow. It is
also a very flexible model, as the main data-flow instructions are available, thus allowing full compilation of control in a
data-flow fashion. This gives the programmer the latitude to choose from coarser to more fine-grained execution strategies.
This approach contrasts with previous work in data-flow programming [1,2,4], which often aim at hiding data-flow execu-
tion from the programmer.

A first implementation of TALM, the Trebuchet system, has been developed as a hybrid Von Neumann/data-flow execution
system for thread-based architectures in shared memory platforms. Trebuchet emulates a data-flow machine that supports
both simple instructions and super-instructions. Super-instructions are compiled as separate functions that are called by the
runtime environment, while regular instructions are interpreted upon execution. Although Trebuchet needs to emulate data-
flow instructions, experience showed most running time is within our super-instructions. Initial results show the parallel
engine to be competitive with state-of-the-art parallel applications using OpenMP, both in terms of base performance,
and in terms of speedups [6,5,7]. On the other hand, parallelism for simple SPMD (Single-Program Multiple-Data) applica-
tions can be explored quite well with tools such as OpenMP. The main benefits exploited by TALM become apparent when
experimenting with applications that require more complex techniques, such as software pipelining, wavefront [8], or spec-
ulative execution.

The usefulness of TALM clearly depends on how the programmer can specify and connect super-instructions together,
including the complex task of describing control using data-flow instructions. We therefore introduce THLL (TALM High-
Level Language), an extension of C-language that allows programmers do define and connect super-instruction definitions.
We also present Couillard, a C-compiler designed to compile THLL applications into a data-flow graph, including the descrip-
tion of program control using dynamic data-flow. Couillard is designed to insulate the programmer from the details of data-
flow programming. By requiring the programmer to just annotate the code with the super-instruction definitions and their
dependencies, Couillard greatly simplifies the task of parallelizing applications with TALM.

This work makes the following contributions:

� Definition of THLL (TALM High-Level Language), as an extension of ANSI C.
� Implementation of the Couillard Compiler, which generates data-flow graphs and super-instruction code for TALM.
� Extension of TALM Assembler with macros that allow placement definition along with the assembly code.
� Addition of naive placement generation on Couillard, which is enough for most regular applications.
� Creation of a placement algorithm based on list scheduling, to be used on more complex applications.
� Addition of work-stealing mechanism to the Trebuchet runtime environment, based on the ABP algorithm [9]. The pro-

posed mechanism only steals super-instructions, since simple instructions perform a very small amount of work and
stealing them would not be profitable. Moreover, programmer can mark (in their code) which super-instructions can
be stolen.
� Performance evaluation of Couillard/Trebuchet using four applications: a ray-tracer, a DNA global sequence alignment

application that follows the Needleman–Wunsch algorithm, Blackscholes and Ferret (the last two from the PARSEC
benchmark suite [10]).

We demonstrate that Trebuchet and Couillard allows one to explore complex parallel programing techniques, such as non-
linear software pipelines and hiding I/O latency. Comparison with popular parallel programming models, such as Pthreads
[11], OpenMP [12] and Intel Thread Building Blocks [13] shows that our approach is not just competitive with state-of-the-
art technology, but that in fact can achieve better speedups by allowing one to easily exploit a sophisticated design space for
parallel programs.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review TALM architecture and its implementation, the Trebuchet. In
Section 3 we describe THLL (TALM High-Level Language) and Couillard Compiler implementation. In Section 4 we discuss our
placement mechanism and work-stealing technique. In Section 5 we present performance results on the two PARSEC bench-
marks. In Section 6 we discuss some related works. Last, in Section 7 we present our conclusions and discuss future work.
2. TALM and Trebuchet

TALM [5–7] allows application developers to take advantage of the possibilities available in the data-flow model in cur-
rent Von Neumann architectures, in order to explore TLP in a more flexible way. TALM Instruction Set Architecture sees
applications in the form of a data-flow graph, where independent instructions can be run in parallel if there are available
computation resources.
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A main contribution of TALM is that it enables programmers to introduce user-defined instructions, the so called super-
instructions. TALM assumes a contract with the programmer whether she or he guarantees that execution of the super-
instruction can start if all inputs are available, and where she or he guarantees to make output arguments available as soon
as possible, but not sooner. Otherwise, TALM has no information on the semantics of individual super-instructions, and
indeed imposes no restrictions. Thus, a programmer can use shared memory in super-instructions without having to inform
TALM. Although this requires extra care from the programmer, the advantage is that TALM allows easy porting of imperative
programs and easily allows program refinement.

TALM has been implemented for multi-cores as a hybrid Von Neumann/Data-flow execution system: the Trebuchet [5–7].
Trebuchet is in fact a data-flow virtual machine that has a set of data-flow processing elements (PEs) connected in a virtual
network. Each PE is associated with a thread at the host (Von Neumann) machine. When a program is executed on Trebuchet,
instructions are loaded into the individual PEs and fired according to the Data-flow model. Independent instructions will run
in parallel if they are mapped to different PEs and there are available cores at the host machine to run those PEs’ threads
simultaneously.

Trebuchet is a Posix-threads based implementation of TALM. It loads super-instructions as a dynamically linked library. At
run-time, execution of super-instructions is fired by the virtual machine, according to the data-flow model, but their inter-
pretation comes down to a function call resulting in the direct execution of the related block.

Trebuchet may either rely solely on static scheduling of instructions among PEs or may also use work-stealing as a tool
against imbalance. The work-stealing algorithm employed by Trebuchet is based on the ABP algorithm [9], the main differ-
ence being that the algorithm developed for Trebuchet provides a FIFO double-ended queue (deque) instead of a LIFO one, as
is the case for the ABP algorithm. The FIFO order is chosen so that older instructions have execution priority, which is desir-
able for the applications we target at this moment. This work-stealing mechanism is discussed in more details on Section 4.

Fig. 1 shows the work-flow that describes the necessary steps to parallelize a sequential program and execute on
Trebuchet. The steps are the following:

1. Blocks Definition: From the original (sequential) C code, programmers define blocks that will form super-instructions.
Profiling tools may be used in helping to determine which portions of code are interesting candidates for parallelization
and to define those instruction blocks. Super-instructions are marked using THLL annotations. THLL (TALM High-Level
language) is an extension of the C-Language introduced in this paper (Section 3).
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Fig. 1. Work-flow to follow when writing parallel applications with Trebuchet. Original (sequential) code is annotated with THLL and compiled with
Couillard to generate an assembly representation of the application data-flow graph and super-instruction C-code. The graph is assembled, placement is
defined and super-instruction code is compiled with a regular C-compiler (such as gcc) as a dynamically linked library. The graph binary, placement file, and
dynamic library are passed to Trebuchet Runtime and execution follows the data-flow firing rule. Simple instructions must be interpreted while super-
instructions execution is resumed to a simple function call to the shared library.
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2. Super-Instruction Code Extraction: According to program annotations, each super-instruction is transformed into a
function that will collect input operands from Trebuchet, execute, and return output operands. This is automatically done
by the Couillard Compiler (explained at Section 3).

3. Data-flow Compilation: The annotated code is compiled with Couillard to generate an assembly code representation of
the data-flow graph that connects all instructions. The assembly code may have both super-instructions and simple (fine-
grained) instructions. TALM provides all the standard data and control instructions that one would expect in a dynamic
data-flow machine.

4. Data-flow Binary Code Generation: TALM Assembler converts assembly code into a binary representation that can be
read by Trebuchet Runtime.

5. Placement File Creation: Instruction placement has a big impact on performance. It determines which instructions are
assigned to each processing element and, therefore, which instructions will be allowed to run in parallel. TALM assembly
language was improved with the inclusion of macros to allow manual definition of instruction placement. Couillard gen-
erates assembly code using those macros to specify a naive placement (described in Section 4) that works for most regular
applications. For applications with more complex parallelization patterns, programmers can rely on our placement algo-
rithm (also described in Section 4) or, in the worse scenario, define their own customized placement file.

6. Library Compilation: The super-instruction function file is compiled, using a regular C-compiler (such as gcc) into a
dynamic library, which will be available to the abstract machine interpreter.

7. Binary Load: The Trebuchet Runtime loads all instructions and super-instructions from the binary code into its process-
ing elements, according to the placement file.

8. Execution: Program execution on Trebuchet is guided by the data-flow firing rule, i.e., instructions are executed as soon as
their input operands become available. Execution of simple instructions requires full interpretation, whereas super-
instructions are directly executed on the host machine, by simply calling the super-instruction function in the shared
library.

Notice that in previous work [5–7], Blocks Definition, Super-Instruction Code Extraction, Data-flow Compilation, and
instruction placement had to be manually performed, since THLL, Couillard and our Placement mechanism were not yet
introduced. Those tools are essential to improve programming productivity and avoid coding errors.
3. THLL and Couillard

The data-flow model exposes ILP (instruction-level parallelism) by taking advantage of how data is exchanged between
processing elements. In this vein, programming in TALM is about identifying parallel tasks and how data is consumed and
produced by them. Since in Trebuchet, virtual PEs are mapped to threads at the host (multicore) machine, ILP is transformed
into TLP (Thread-Level Parallelism). The initial Trebuchet implementation provided an execution environment for multi-
cores, plus an assembler and loader [5–7]. It was up to the programmer to code super-instructions in the library, to write
TALM assembly code connecting the different instructions together, specifying control through data-flow instructions,
and defining a placement file to map each instruction (or super-instruction) to a PE. It is evident that this task is not always
trivial and is often prone to error.

In this work we propose THLL (TALM High-Level Language) and Couillard, a language and compiler for data-flow style exe-
cution. With THLL, the programmer annotates blocks of code that are going to become super-instructions, and further anno-
tates the program variables that correspond to their inputs and outputs. Couillard then produces the C-code corresponding to
each super-instruction to be compiled as a shared object to the target architecture and loaded by Trebuchet. Moreover,
Couillard generates TALM assembly code to connect all super-instructions according to the user’s specification. This assembly
code represents the actual data-flow graph of the program. Control constructs such as loops and if-then-else statements that
are not within super-instruction will also be compiled to TALM assembly code. This assembly code will then be converted to
binary and used by Trebuchet to guide execution, following the data-flow rules. Couillard also generates a naive placement
that is enough for most applications that follow regular parallelism patterns.

3.1. THLL

THLL, TALM High-Level Language, is a based on ANSI C and focus on providing high-level annotations to describe super-
instructions and their input and output operands. In this section we discuss THLL annotations and provide some examples on
how to use THLL to parallelize applications that fit into popular patterns (fork-join with reduction and pipelines) as well as
applications that require more advanced parallelization techniques, such overlapping of I/O and computation.

3.1.1. Blocks and super-instructions
The annotation pair #BEGINBLOCK and #ENDBLOCK is used to mark blocks of code that will not be compiled to data-flow.

Those blocks usually contain include files, auxiliary function definitions, and global variables declarations, to be used by
super-instruction code in the dynamic library.

Super-instruction annotation is performed according to the following syntax:
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treb_super < single|parallel> [input(<input_list>)]
[output(<output_list>)]

#BEGINSUPER

//super-instruction body

#ENDSUPER

Super-instructions declared as single will always have only one instance in the data-flow graph, while instructions
declared as parallel may have multiple instances that can run in parallel, depending on the placement and availability
of resources at the host machine. In the example of Fig. 4 (described in more details in Section 3.1.4), there are single

super-instructions at the beginning and end of the computation. In contrast, the inner code corresponds to parallel

super-instructions.

3.1.2. Variables
After choosing the type of super-instruction (single or parallel) programmers should define their inputs and/or out-

puts. If super-instruction A has x as an output and super-instruction B, declared after A, has x as input, this means that there
is a path between A and B in the data-flow graph, since A produces x and B consumes it. More specifically, if B is declared right
after A this path will be a direct edge A! B. Moreover, all variables used as inputs or outputs of super-instructions must be
previously declared to guarantee that data will be exchanged correctly between instructions (without loss due to wrong type
castings). Also, output variables used on parallel super-instructions must be declared as follows:

treb_parout <type> <identifier>;
The Storage Classifier treb_parout is used because parallel super-instructions, in general, have multiple instances, There-

fore, output variables of parallel super-instructions will also have multiple instances, one for each instance of the related
parallel super-instruction.

When using a treb_parout variable as input to another super-instruction it is necessary to specify the instance that is
being referenced. To do so, THLL provides the following syntax:

<identifier>::< NUMBER |

* |

mytid |

(mytid + NUMBER) |

(mytid � NUMBER) |

lasttid >

Consider a variable named x. The notation x :: 0 refers to instance 0 of variable x, while x :: � refers to all instances of this
variable (this provides an useful abstraction when a super-instruction can receive inputs from a number of sources, as in a
reduction operation). Also, it is often convenient to refer to the instance of the current (parallel) super-instruction. If x is used
as input to another parallel super-instruction, we can select x through the expression x :: mytid. To illustrate this situation, in
the example of Fig. 4, each instance k (0 6 k 6 1, since there are 2 instances of each parallel super-instruction) of Proc-2A
receives as input p1Data :: k, produced by Proc-1. Expressions with þ and � operators are also allowed with mytid. For
example, if a parallel super-instruction A produces operand x and another parallel super-instructions B uses specifies
x :: ðmytid� 1Þ as input, it means that for a task i;Bi will receive x from Aði�1Þ. Last, the reserved word lasttid refers to the last
instance of a parallel super-instruction and can be used to specify inputs to parallel and single super-instructions.

For the cases where there are dependencies between instances of the same parallel super-instructions we can specify
input variables using the following construct:

local.<identifier>::<(mytid + NUMBER) |

(mytid � NUMBER)>

For example, if we state that a parallel super-instruction S produces operand o and receives local:o :: ðmytid� 2Þ, it means
that Si (instance i of S) depends on Sði�2Þ. Moreover, it means that S0 and S1 do not have local dependencies. We can also spec-
ify operands that will be sent only to those independent instances of S. We use the following syntax:

starter.<identifier>::< NUMBER |

* |

mytid |

(mytid + NUMBER) |

(mytid - NUMBER) |

lasttid >
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In the former example if we also define starter:c as an input of S, only S0 and S1 will receive this operand. A practical exam-
ple of use of this constructs is to serialize distributed I/O operation to hide I/O latency, explained in Section 3.1.4.

The rationale to describe parallel code in super-instructions is simple. The developer first divides the code in blocks that
can be run in parallel. Initialization and termination blocks will most often be single, whereas most of the parallel work
will be in parallel blocks. The programmer next specifies how the blocks communicate. If the communication is purely
control-based the programmer should further add an extra variables to specify these connections (a common technique
in parallel programming). Note that the programmer still has to prevent data races between blocks unless speculative exe-
cution is used (which is not yet supported by the Couillard compiler).

3.1.3. Auxiliary functions
We have added special functions to the Trebuchet Runtime environment to help programmers identify instances of par-

allel tasks, to obtain information about the number of available processing cores in the host machine, to measure execution
time and to manipulate command line arguments passed to the application.

The functions, treb_get_tid() and treb_get_n_tasks(), have been added to Trebuchet virtual machine and they can
be called inside super-instructions code. The former returns the task id of that super-instruction’s instance, while the latter
returns the number of tasks. Those functions can be used to identify the portion of work to be done by each instance. More-
over, function treb_get_n_procs() is used to retrieve the number of available cores in the system. The number of cores to
be used by Trebuchet threads can be limited by setting the environment variable NUM_CORES to the desired number before
execution.

In our system, applications are executed in the Trebuchet virtual machine. Therefore, command line argument variables
cannot be declared within the application’s code. They need to be passed through Trebuchet’s command line. Thus, Trebuchet
stores a vector of command line arguments. The number of arguments passed to application can be accessed using the
treb_get_n_args() function, while each argument can be retrieved using the treb_get_arg(number) function.

When parallelizing applications, programmers often need to instrument their code to measure execution time of some
portions of the application. This can be done using the treb_get_time(RESOLUTION) function. Timer resolution is an inte-
ger passed as parameter. Constants TIME_s, TIME_ms and TIME_us can be used to specify resolution in seconds, milliseconds
and microseconds, respectively. The function returns a double value containing the time passed since the Epoch (it uses
clock_gettime() function). To measure the execution time of a piece of code, programmers should call treb_get_time()
at the beginning and at the end of that portion and subtract the values.

3.1.4. Illustrative examples
Fig. 2 shows how to use THLL to parallelize an application that follows a fork-join and reduction pattern. There are 3

super-instructions:

1. A single super-instruction that contains some initialization code (such as reading data from a file) and produces a token
st that will release the execution of the processing phase.

2. A parallel super-instruction that process data in parallel (each instance processes a chunk of data) and produces an
instance of pData.

3. A single super-instruction that receives all instances of pData (pData::*) and performs a reduction operation (the
summation of all instances). Inside this super-instruction pData is seen as a vector with N elements (where N is the num-
ber of parallel tasks).
Fig. 2. Example of fork-join and reduction with THLL. Variables and Super-instructions are color-coded with their corresponding edges and nodes. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3 provides an example on how to use THLL to hide I/O latency in an application. In this example chunks of data are
read from a file, processed and result is written to another file. Pane A shows the different steps to be performed by super-
instructions (inner code not shown): (i) initialization of variables and FILE pointers, (ii) reading, (iii) processing, (iv) writing
and (v) closing of files. Pane B shows the associated data-flow graph, generated by Couillard. One can notice that reading and
writing stages are described as parallel super-instructions, but since there are local inputs, they will be executed serially
(although spread among different PEs). This construct allows the execution of each processing task to start as soon as the
corresponding read operation has finished. It also allows writing the results of each processing task Ti without having to wait
for tasks Tx, where x < i, to finish.

Fig. 4 provides an example of how to use THLL to describe a non-linear parallel pipeline. The example is a skeleton code of
an application that reads a file containing a bag of tasks to be processed and writes the results to another file. The processing
phase can be divided into 3 stages (Proc-1, Proc-2 and Proc-3). Stage Proc-2, was separated into two different tasks
(Proc-2A and Proc-2B), that are executed conditionally. Fig. 4 (pane A) shows TALM annotations, while the corresponding
data-flow graph for 2 threads, generated by the Couillard compiler, is shown in Fig. 4 (pane B).

3.2. Couillard

Couillard is a data-flow compiler that converts THLL into TALM assembly code and generates super-instructions C-code (to
be compiled into a dynamically linked library) and a graph representation of the program, using Graphviz notation [14].
Couillard also generates a naive placement for parallel super-instructions. Next, we describe Couillard front-end and back-
end.

3.2.1. Front-end
Couillard front-end uses PLY (Python Lex-Yacc) [15]. We assume that super-instructions take most of the running time of

an application, as regular instructions are mostly used to describe the data and control relations between super-instructions.
Since super-instruction code will be compiled using a regular C-compiler and regular instructions tend to be simple, Couillard
does not need to support the full ANSI-C grammar.

Couillard, therefore adopts a subset of the ANSI-C grammar extended to support data-flow directives relative to super-
instructions and their dependencies. We have also changed the syntax of variable declaration and access, which is necessary
to parallelize super-instructions. The compiler front-end produces an AST (Auxiliary Syntax Tree) that will be processed to
generate a data-flow graph representation.
Fig. 3. Example of how to hide I/O latency with TALM. Variables and Super-instructions are color-coded with their corresponding edges and nodes. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 4. Example of non-linear parallel pipeline with TALM. Stages PROC-2A and PROC-2B are executed conditionally. Variables in the code are colored to
match corresponding edges in the graph. Super-instruction nodes an their declaration are also color-coded. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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3.2.2. Back-end
After generating an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) of a program, Couillard produces its corresponding data-flow graph. From

this graph, it generates three output files:

1. A .dot file describing the graph in the Graphviz [14] notation. This file will be used to create an image of that graph, using
the Graphviz toolchain. Although a Graphviz graph is not needed by Trebuchet, it may be useful for academic purposes or
to provide a more intelligible look of the produced graph to the programmers that want to perform manual adjustments
to their applications.

2. A .fl file describing the graph using TALM’s ISA [6,7]. This file will be the input to Trebuchet’s Assembler, producing the
.flb binary file that will be loaded into Trebuchet’s Virtual Machine. Couillard uses the placeinpe macro (described in
Section 4.1) to propose a naive placement for parallel super-instructions.

3. A .lib.c file describing the super-instructions as functions, in C-code, to be compiled as a dynamically linked library,
using any regular C-compiler. All inputs and outputs variables described with Couillard syntax are automatically declared
and initialized within the generated function. Notice also that the super-instruction body does not need to parsed by
Couillard. It is just treated as the value of a super-instruction node at the AST representation. This allowed us to focus only
on the instructions necessary to connect super-instructions in a coarse-grained data-flow graph.

4. Instruction placement and work-stealing

Instruction placement has a strong correlation with performance. A good placement mechanism must consider two
orthogonal goals: to exploit parallelism and avoid communication costs. On one hand independent instructions should be
placed on different PEs so they can run in parallel. On the other hand, if two independent instructions A and B perform a
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small amount of work and communicate with instruction C very often, A;B and C should be placed on the same PE, which
serializes execution, but avoids communication overhead.

Static placement algorithms define an initial instruction mapping. However, for irregular applications, static placement is
not enough, since PEs’ load will often become unbalanced due to intrinsic characteristics of input data. In this section we
discuss our solutions to the placement problem.

4.1. Placement assembly macros

For programmers who wish to tune their applications by writing the dataflow-graph directly in assembly, we provide a
macro that allows them to define instruction placement and assembly code in the same file. The placeinpe macro is also
used by Couillard to define a naive placement as described in Section 4.2. The placeinpe macro has the following syntax:

placeinpe(<PE#>, <"STATIC"|"DYNAMIC">)
This macro can be used multiple times in the assembly code to redefine placement generation for instructions that follow.

STATIC keyword indicates that all instruction that follow must be mapped to the same PE (indicated by PE#). DYNAMIC key-
word indicates that each time a parallel super-instruction (or instruction) is found, each of its instances will be mapped to
different PEs, starting by PE#.

4.2. Couillard naive placement

For applications that are balanced and follow a simple data parallelism pattern a naive placement algorithm should usu-
ally be enough. Regular applications that follow the fork/join pattern, for example, only need to have their parallel super-
instructions equally distributed among PEs to achieve maximum parallelism.

This strategy is the one adopted by Couillard. It basically generates assembly code that uses palceinpe (0,"DYNAMIC")
for all parallel super-instructions. For applications in which simple data parallelism does not suffice to obtain good speedups,
a more complex static placement algorithm is necessary. Next we present such algorithm.

4.3. Static placement algorithm

Since our model relies on both static and dynamic scheduling of the instructions, we needed to develop strategies for sta-
tic scheduling (as work-stealing is our dynamic scheduling mechanism). The algorithm we adopted for mapping instructions
to PEs in compile time is a variation of previous list scheduling algorithms with dynamic priorities [16–18].

The most significant improvement introduced to the traditional list scheduling techniques in our algorithm is the adop-
tion of the probabilities associated with conditional edges of the graph as a priority level for the instruction mapping. In a
similar fashion to the execution models presented in [19], our dataflow graphs have conditional edges, namely edges that
carry the output of instructions which are conditionally executed. The execution of such instructions depend on the series
of control variables that guide the execution through the different branches of the dataflow graph. Given a point of decision
in the graph, to select the path through which data should be carried forward, the compiler inserts a steer instruction
(explained in [6]), which basically just forwards the input operand received on input port 1 through one of the two output
ports, depending on the boolean value received in input port 0.

Traditionally, list scheduling algorithms try to map instructions that have dependencies close to each other. Since an
input operand can come from multiple source instructions, due to conditional edges, real dependencies are only known dur-
ing execution. Because of this uncertainty of the dependencies, our algorithm uses the probabilities associated with the
edges (i.e. the probability that a certain edge will forward data) to prioritize dependencies that are more likely to really occur
during execution.

In the dataflow graph DðI; EÞ, where I is the set of instructions in the graph and E is the set of edges connecting them, the
probabilities of the edges are computed in the first step of our algorithm. Each edge e 2 E has a probability /ðeÞ associated
with it, which is essentially the probability that an operand will be sent through that edge. The probabilities of the edges can
be defined as functions of the boolean variables that control the steer instructions in the graph.

In order to obtain these probabilities, first it is necessary to estimate the probability that each boolean variable in the
graph is true. This must be done in the same way as branch prediction hints are used in architectures that adopt them. Pro-
filing executions of the dataflow graph may be done to come up with an estimation of the percentage of times that the var-
iable is True. Based on this statistical profiling of control variables it becomes possible to define the edge probabilities in a
recursive manner. First we shall introduce the notation we use:

� ðap; bqÞ represents an edge between the output port p of instruction a and the input port q of instruction b. The input/out-
put may be omitted if the context does not require their specification.
� boolðeÞ is the control variable forwarded through edge e.
� BðeÞ ¼ PðboolðeÞ ¼ TrueÞ is the probability of boolðeÞ being True, which is estimated via profiling of executions of the data-

flow graph. Conversely, :BðeÞ ¼ ð1� BðeÞÞ.
� inportsðiÞ the set of input ports of instruction i.
� outportsðiÞ the set of output ports of instruction i.
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Now, given a dataflow graph DðI; EÞwhere I is the set of instructions and E the set of edges connecting them, we can define
the probability /ðeÞ of each edge e ¼ ða; bÞ 2 E as the following:

� 1, if a is a root (i.e. there is no i 2 I such that ði; aÞ 2 E).
�
P
f/ðe0Þ � Bðe0Þje0 ¼ ð�; a0Þ 2 Eg, if a is a steer and e comes from output port 0 of a (i.e. the True port).

�
P
f/ðe0Þ � :Bðe0Þje0 ¼ ð�; a0Þ 2 Eg, if a is a steer and e comes from output port 1 of a (i.e. the False port).

�
P
f/ðe0Þje0 ¼ ð�; a0Þ 2 Eg, otherwise.

It is also necessary to define the rest of the parameters we use in our algorithm. P is the set of processing elements avail-
able. In our current implementation, all PEs are equal so the average execution time of instructions do not vary depending on
which PE they are executed. Hence, we just express the average execution time of instruction i as ti.

The average time it takes to send the data corresponding to one operand from one PE to another is also considered homo-
geneous, since the current implementation uses shared memory. In case the data produced by one instruction is bigger then
the value field of the operand format, the producer can just send the shared memory address of the data produced. This aver-
age communication time between PE p and PE q is represented as cqp and C is the matrix that comprises all cqp; fp; qg# P,
where P is the set of processing elements available. The values of cpq may come from profiling executions or from instrumen-
tation of the Trebuchet. However, in our experiments we consider all cpp (i.e. the cost of sending operands between two
instructions mapped to the same processing element) as 0, since our focus is to enforce that instructions with strong depen-
dencies are mapped to the same PE to preserve locality.

In Fig. 5 we present our algorithm for static scheduling of the instructions of a dataflow graph. It is important to notice
that the list scheduling approach only works with acyclic graphs, so as a preparation to run the algorithm we remove the
edges in the graph that return operands to the loop (i.e. the edges that go from the instructions in the loop body into inctag
instructions, to send operands to the next loop iteration). In the initialization of the algorithm we set the priorities of each
instruction. The priority of a instruction i is the summation of the average execution times of all instructions on the longest
path from i the instruction to another instruction that is a leaf in the input dataflow graph.

4.4. Work-stealing

In some programs, the average execution time of the super-instructions is just unpredictable and may vary a lot depend-
ing on the inputs. These cases can cause computational load imbalance among PEs since the good performance of the place-
ments produced by the static scheduling algorithm depends on the predictability of execution times. To address this matter
we also implemented a work-stealing mechanism based on the algorithm proposed in [9]. To reduce the overheads due to
synchronization and improve the load balance even further, it is possible for the programmer to specify which super-
instructions can be stolen. Typically the programmer would want stolen the super-instructions whose execution times
cannot be predicted and have significant impact on the overall program performance.
5. Experiments and results

Our goal is to obtain good performance in real applications and evaluate TALM for complex parallel programming. We
studied how our model performs on four applications:

1. Blackscholes: Option pricing with Black–Scholes Partial Differential Equation (PDE) (belongs to the PARSEC benchmark
suite [10]). A performance comparison between OpeMP, TBB, Pthreads and THLL/Couillard/Trebuchet was made.

2. Ferret: Content similarity search server (also from the PARSEC benchmark suite [10]). A performance comparison
between TBB, Pthreads and THLL/Couillard/Trebuchet was made.

3. Raytracing: 3D image rendering. A performance comparison between OpeMP and THLL/Couillard/Trebuchet was made.
4. Needleman–Wunsch: Determines optimal global alignment between two DNA sequences. This application uses the

wavefront method [8]. A performance comparison between OpeMP, TBB (Intel
�

Threading Building Blocks) and THLL/
Couillard/Trebuchet was made.

The experiments were executed 10 times for each scenario in order to remove discrepancies in the execution time. We
used as parallel platform a machine with four AMD Six-Core OpteronTM8425 HE (2100 MHz) chips (24 cores) and 128 GB of
DDR-2 667 MHz (32 � 4 GB) RAM dual channel, running GNU/Linux (kernel 2.6.34.7-66 64 bits). The machine was running in
multi-user mode, but no other users were in the machine.

We started our study with a regular application: Blackscholes. It calculates the prices for a portfolio of European options
analytically with the Black–Scholes partial differential equation (PDE). There is no closed-form expression for the Black–
Scholes equation, and as such it must be computed numerically. The application reads a file containing the portfolio.
Black–Scholes partial differential equation for each option in the portfolio can be calculated independently. The application
was parallelized with multiple instances of the processing thread that were responsible for a group of options. Results were
then written sequentially to an output file. The PARSEC suite already comes with 3 parallel versions of the Blackscholes
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benchmark: OpenMP, Pthreads and TBB. We have produced a THLL version of Blacksholes, following the same patterns pres-
ent in the PARSEC versions to exploit parallelism. However, we observed that we could hide I/O latency and increase memory
locality if we had multiple instances of the input and output threads. Thus, we also implemented Blackscholes according to
the example shown at Section 3.1.4, Fig. 3.

Fig. 6 shows the results obtained for the Blackscholes benchmark. Using THLL and Trebuchet Runtime, it is possible to
obtain good performance (comparable to Pthreads implementations) in a simple fashion. However, the flexibility of the lan-
guage enables the programmer to achieve even greater results, with little effort, employing more complex techniques of par-
allelization. For this applications, standard deviation was irrelevant and, therefore, not included in the chart.

The second benchmark we considered is an irregular application called Ferret. This application is based on the Ferret tool-
kit which is used for content-based similarity search. It was developed at Princeton University, and represents emerging
next-generation search engines for non-text document data types. Ferret is parallelized using the pipeline model and only
a Pthreads version is provided with PARSEC. However, we had access to a TBB version of Ferret [20] which is also used in this
experiment.

First, we observed that the task size in Ferret was quite small, and would result in high interpretation overheads by the
virtual machine, specially when using a large number of cores, where the communication costs become more apparent.
Therefore, we adapted the application to process blocks of five images per task, instead of one.

After that we instrumented the application to measure the time it took to read, process and write each block and verified
that about 96.7% of execution time lies within the processing stage, while about 3.2% is on the reading stage and the writing
stage is irrelevant. Moreover, the processing and reading stages presented significantly high standard deviations (35% and
17%, respectively), suggesting that a load balancing mechanism would help us achieve performance gains.
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Finally, for Trebuchet the read stage contributes to load imbalance since it blocks the PE thread that is executing the
reading super-instruction and no other instruction is executed in that PE during this time. The same can happen with TBB,
since it uses worker threads and a read operation could block one of the worker thread. This does not happen with
pthreads because it has exclusive threads for reading and writing and it implements the processing phase in 4
stages (as opposed to one in TBB and Trebuchet). Thus, one can say that Pthreads relies on oversubscription to balance
the load.

We implemented two parallel versions of ferret, both using pipeline patterns. The first one (basic skeleton depicted in
Fig. 7) described I/O stages as single super-instructions and processing stages as parallel (we call that version Trebuchet
Single I/O). The second version (basic skeleton depicted at Fig. 8) described I/O stages as parallel super-instructions with
local dependencies to preserve execution order while allowing distribution to explore memory locality and balance I/O
blocking time.

For the experiments we had to modify the Pthreads version to use schedule affinity to prevent threads from using more
cores than allowed in each scenario (since Pthreads uses over-subscription).

Results presented in Fig. 9 show that the TBB version presented lower performance when compared to Pthreads. For
fewer cores, TBB performed better, but it did not scale up. Trebuchet (both Single and Multiple I/O with work-stealing off)
presented even lower performance. However, one should remember that Ferret is a very unbalanced application and Pth-
reads relies on oversubscription while TBB relies on work-stealing.

When we turned work-stealing (WS) on for Trebuchet Single I/O we improved performance a bit, but not enough to reach
TBB or Pthreads. Next, we marked the processing stage super-instruction as the only one that could be stolen, which put us
above TBB and right beside Pthreads. Trebuchet Multiple I/O did not improve with WS because there are reading stages in all
PEs that could cause execution blocking. Therefore, for Trebuchet Multiple I/O version we relied on oversubscription and did
the same for TBB. Executing 3 times more threads than cores allowed Trebuchet (and TBB) to outperform Pthreads. Notice
that standard deviation was higher when we used work-stealing with Trebcuhet. This happened because collisions when
accessing the task deque varied between executions.

This experiments showed that our selective work-stealing mechanism can provide better speedups than TBB and that, if
programmers want to tune their applications and rely on oversubscription, good performance can also be achieved with little
effort.

The next application is a Raytracing of sphere objects. This application processes a 800 � 600 pixels scene with about four
thousand spheres. It sends six rays per pixel and recursion depth is set to 50, meaning that a primary ray can bounce up to 50
times. There are two nested loops to process lines and columns of the image. Basic parallelization (adopted by OpenMP and
Trebuchet versions) follows the fork-join pattern (similar to the one shown on Fig. 2) to parallelize the inner loop, with means
there is a barrier on each iteration of the outer loop.

We improved our Trebuchet version to hide I/O latency by breaking the loop in two parts: a processing stage (formed by a
parallel super-instruction) and a writing stage (formed by a single super-instruction). Loop control was detached from
loop body to result in parallelism explosion, allowing concurrent execution of multiple iterations of the processing stage
while the writing stage preserved program order (it had a dependency with the previous iteration).
Fig. 6. Blackscholes results.
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Fig. 10 shows that Trebcuhet performs better even when it implements the application using the same restrictions as
OpenMP. Performance is improved when hiding I/O techniques are added and more gains are achieved with work-stealing,
since imbalance arises form high recursion depth. We obtained almost linear speedups (21.65 for 24 cores), while OpenMP
provided speedups up to 16. For this applications, standard deviation was irrelevant and, therefore, not included in the chart.

Our last experiment focused on comparing Trebuchet with the latest features of TBB, the flow-graph constructs, which
allows programmers to build a graph made of computation nodes that exchange messages, which is very similar to our
approach. The main difference is that TBB is not a virtual data-flow machine, which suggests it might not deliver the same
flexibility or performance for applications that would benefit the most from the data-flow model.

The Needleman–Wunsch (NW) algorithm [21] performs global optimal alignment (no heuristics) of two DNA (or protein)
sequences. To do so, it computes a score matrix with size of N*M (N and M being the length of each sequence). Each element
of the matrix depends on its left, upper and upper-left neighbors. For this reason, this algorithm is commonly parallelized
using the wavefront method [8]. The application reads 2 DNA sequences from files, performs the alignment using the NW
algorithm and prints the optimal alignment and score. We parallelized this applications by dividing the score matrix in
blocks to increase granularity and to maintain memory locality. We have built 4 versions of NW:

1. OpenMP: Two loops were used to sweep all blocks on the matrix. The outer loop traverses the blocked matrix diagonally,
while the inner loop computes (in parallel) blocks of each diagonal. There are some drawbacks in this approach. First,
programmers need to transform diagonal coordinates ðd; pÞ coordinates (d being the diagonal number and p being the
position of that block in diagonal d) into regular ði; jÞ matrix coordinates. Second, the first diagonals have fewer blocks
and will expose little parallelism. Third, for each diagonal there will be an OpenMP barrier. Last, although there is some
parallelism between blocks that are not on the same diagonal, the classic wavefront method does not exploit it.

2. TBB: This version followed the wavefront template for TBB, described in [22]. TBB flow-graph creates edges and nodes
dynamically (during execution), which might impact performance. Trebuchet allows dynamic dataflow to execute multi-
ple instances of instructions. However, static versions of those instructions are created and placed in compile time to dis-
tribute computation and only use work-stealing (or other dynamic scheduling techniques) when it is really necessary.

3. Trebuchet: This version (shown in Fig. 11) used THLL to implement NW dependency pattern. Placement for this version
was automatically generated by Couillard (naive placement was enough). It used a loop to compute lines of blocks and
parallelism explosion to advance the computation of next lines (according to data dependencies).

4. Trebuchet ASM: This version (shown in Fig. 12) used TALM assembly to implement NW dependency pattern. The manual
version allowed the elimination of loops. For this version we used a placement automatically generated with the algo-
rithm described in Section 4.3. We also created a manually tuned placement to compare and test the efficiency of our
placement algorithm.



Fig. 8. Ferret Skeleton – Trebuchet Multiple I/O version.

Fig. 9. Ferret results.
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Fig. 10. Raytracing results.
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We executed the experiments for 19 k x 19 k up to 170 k x 170 k matrices to evaluate the effect of granularity in perfor-
mance. Block size was tunned for each implementation individually, to perform a fair comparison (TBB worked better with
smaller blocks, while OpenMP and Trebuchet worked better with bigger ones). Each scenario was executed 10 times and
standard deviation was irrelevant.

Fig. 13 shows that Trebuchet and TBB outperformed OpenMP in all experiments, which proves that data-flow approach
can extract more parallelism from applications, specially for applications that follow more complex patterns. OpenMP ver-
sion showed good performance only for medium matrices but did not scale well to bigger problem sizes. The Trebuchet ver-
sion that used THLL provided similar speedups to the manual version, except for small matrices, where the extra loop
instructions with small task grain made interpretation overheads more evident. We could also observe that automatic place-
ment was very efficient, compared to our manual solution.
Fig. 11. Needleman–Wunsch THLL skeleton code.
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Trebuchet and TBB performance were very similar when it comes to bigger problem sizes and for 170 k � 170 k matrix,
Trebuchet scales better. This indicates that our interpretation overheads are still high, when compared to TBB dynamic flow-
graph creation overheads, but we could scale better for bigger problems. We could not test execution for matrices bigger
than 170 k � 170 k because we did not have enough memory (170 k � 170 k matrix used around 108 GB of memory,
not counting other auxiliary structures).

Those results are very promising, since they show that Trebuchet presents better results than state-of-the art solutions
available at the market while keeping ease of programming.
6. Related work

Data-flow is an long standing idea in the parallel computing community, with a vast amount of work on both pure and
hybrid architectures [4,23,24]. Data-flow techniques are widely used in areas such as internal computer design and stream
processing. Swanson’s WaveScalar Architecture [4] was an important influence in our work, as it was a Data-flow architec-
ture but also showed that it is possible to respect sequential semantics in the data-flow model, and therefore run programs
written in imperative languages, such as C and C++. The key idea in WaveScalar is to decouple the execution model from the
memory interface, so that the memory requests are issued according to the program order. To do so, WaveScalar relied on
Fig. 12. Needleman–Wunsch TALM manual assembly code.
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Fig. 13. Needleman–Wunsch results.
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compiler to process memory access instructions to guarantee the program semantics. However, the WaveScalar approach
requires a full data-flow hardware, that has not been achieved in practice.

Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [13] is a C++ library designed to provide an abstract layer to help programmers develop
multi-threaded code. TBB enables the programmer to specify parallel tasks, which leads to a more high-level programming
than implementing directly the code for threads. Another feature of TBB is the use of templates to instantiate mechanisms
such as pipelines. The templates, however, have limitations. For instance, only linear pipelines can be described using the
pipeline template. Support for data-flow execution style was implemented at TBB 4.0, the so called flow graph. Programmers
can create and connect nodes that perform some computation and exchange messages.

Another project that relies on code augmentation for parallelization is DDMCPP [25]. DDMCPP is a preprocessor for the
Data Driven Multithreading model [26], which, like TALM, is based on dynamic data-flow.

HMPP [27] is ‘‘an Heterogeneous Multi-core Parallel Programming environment that allows the integration of heteroge-
neous hardware accelerators in a seamless intrusive manner while preserving the legacy code’’. It provides a run time envi-
ronment, a set of compilation directives and a preprocessor, so that the programmer can specify portions of accelerator
codes, called codelets, that can run at GPGPU, FPGAs, a remote machine (using MPI) or the CPU itself. Codelets are pure func-
tions, without side-effects. Multiple codelets implemented for different hardware can exist and the runtime environment
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will chose which codelet to run, according to hardware availability and compile directives previously specified. The runtime
environment will also be responsible for the data transfers to/from the hardware components involved in the computation.

The Galois System [28–30] is an ‘‘object-based optimistic parallelization system for irregular applications’’. It comprises:
(i) syntactic constructs for packing optimistic parallelism as iteration over ordered and unordered sets, (ii) a runtime system
to detect unsafe accesses to shared memory and perform the necessary recovery operations and (iii) assertions about meth-
ods in class libraries. Instead of tracking memory addresses accessed by optimistic code, Galois tracks high-level semantics
violation on abstract data types. For each method that will perform accesses to shared memory, the programmer needs to
describe which methods can be commuted without conflicts (and under which circumstances). Gallois also introduces an
alternative method to the commutative checks, since it may be costly [29]. Shared data is partitioned, attributed to the dif-
ferent processing cores and the system monitors if partitions are being ‘‘touched’’ by concurrent threads (which would raise
a conflict). Despite the detection method used, the programmer needs to describe, for each method that access shared
objects, an inverse method that will be executed in case of rollback. The runtime system is in charge of detecting conflicts,
calling inverse methods and commanding re-execution.

SpiceC [31,32] provides similar constructs to the ones provided by THLL. However, those constructs are limited since they
only describe control-flow between blocks (data in not exchanged between them). SpiceC requires a private memory space
for each block to avoid side effects. This imposes a big restriction and may result in overheads. Moreover, SpiceC is limited to
DOALL, DOACROSS, pipelining, and speculative parallelism. Our model is more generic, since it is inspired on dynamic data-
flow architectures.

DAGuE [33] (Direct Acyclic Graph Environment) provides a runtime engine and a toolset to build, analyze, and pre-
compile a compact representation of a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph). DAGuE runtime environment implements a distributed
multi-level dynamic scheduler, an asynchronous communication engine and a data dependencies engine. It allows program-
mers to describe parallels applications declaring different types of tasks defining their data dependencies. The user is also
responsible for expressing task distribution using the JDF language, and distributing and initializing the original input data
accordingly. Finding an efficient scheduling of the tasks, detecting remote dependencies and automatically moving data
between distributed resources will be done by DAGuE runtime. Trebuchet is more flexible, since implements a full data-flow
machine that allows execution of graphs with cycles.

7. Conclusions and future work

We have presented the THLL (TALM High-Level Language) and the Couillard compiler, that generates TALM data-flow
assembly code from extended C-language. We also discuss static and dynamic placement issues and present our own solu-
tion to those problems. A performance evaluation of state-of-the-art parallel applications showed that using THLL to paral-
lelize applications and using the Trebuchet Runtime (a TALM implementation for multicores) can present competitive
speedups or even outperform handcrafted Pthreads and TBB code, up to 24 processors. Evaluation also shows that we can
significantly improve performance by simply experimenting with the connectivity and grain of the building-blocks, applying
techniques to hide I/O latency, or using selective work-stealing techniques, supporting our claim that THLL,Couillard and
Trebuchet provides a flexible and scalable framework for parallel computing. Moreover, we show that, for bigger problem
sizes, Trebuchet can scale up better than TBB using its most recent feature: the flow-graph.

Trebuchet’s performance relies on the flexibility and the ability to exploit parallelism of the TALM data-flow model. With
THLL programmers can write applications only by describing true dependencies between blocks of code and avoid unneces-
sary synchronization. Popular APIs, such as OpenMP, often insert those barriers between parallel sections of code, resulting
in extra overheads as seen in Section 5. TBB, with the flow-graph feature, uses a similar approach to avoid extra synchroni-
zation. However, nodes and edges are created and placed in runtime, which adds overheads.

Work on improving Trebuchet continues. Flexible scheduling is an important requirement in irregular applications, we
thus have been working on improving the work stealing mechanism for Trebuchet runtime environment. Moreover, place-
ment has a strong impact on applications performance and scalability. We are therefore studying ways improve automatic
placement on Trebuchet.

We are also working on refining Couillard and on introducing new features to the support library. Extending Couillard to
allow the use of templates to describe applications that fit well known parallel patterns (some described in this work) and to
enable the use of Trebuchet’s memory speculation mechanisms [5] are subject of ongoing research. In our experiments, for
example, we could see that the manual version of Needleman–Wunsch performed a bit better, since it did not use loops.
Wavefront templates could be used to achieve this.

Our compiler and language do not yet support all constructs there are possible in a lower level. For example, some appli-
cations need a way to control parallelism explosion to avoid the waste of memory to store operands that will not be con-
sumed for a long time (we have too much concurrency and lack on processing elements to run them). That can be done
in assembly language using special inctag instruction with customized increment, called inctagi, so that each iteration
produces a token that will release the Nth iteration ahead. This is called execution window. A similar effect can be achieved
in our high level language but it is not so easy to describe and the generated code does not use inctagi instructions. We need
to add this functionality to our annotations.

This work is based in our experience with porting actual applications to the framework. Thus, finding applications that are
interesting candidates to be parallelized with THLL is constantly within our research goals.
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TALM’s super-instructions could also be implemented to different hardware, using different languages, as in HMPP [27],
as long as there is a way to call them from our virtual machine. Currently, super-instructions are compiled as functions in a
dynamically linked library, but a interface to call GPGPU or FPGA accelerators and perform data-transfers could also be cre-
ated in our environment. This is subject to on-going work.

Since we transform super-instructions into functions and build a data-flow graph connecting them, the code that is exe-
cuted is not the same that was written by the programmer. For example, if there is an error inside the code of the 2nd super-
instruction defined in the original code, when debugging, the programmer will see an error at function super2(). We would
need to integrate with GDB or build our own debugger to help programmers more efficiently; to solve this is in our plans.
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